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Introductory Statement

The Center,for Social Organization of Schools has.two primary

.
objectives; Ito develop a scientific knowledge of how schools affqct

their students, and to use this-knowledge to develop better school'

practides and organization..

7 . The Center wOrks through three programs to achieve its.objectives\.
,

The Schools and Maturity program is studying rhe effects Of school,,

OM

family and peer group experiences od-the develdpment

consistent with psychosocial"maturity. The objectives

'assess, analtresearch important educational goals,other

of attitudeS

.41re to.formulate,

.than. traditional

academic achievement. The program has developed the PsychosodiaI MaturAy'
,

(PSM) Inventory for the assessment of adolescent social, ihdividual, and

interpersonal adequ cyl The chooI Organiiation program investigates

the authority-contr 1 structures, task

.peer group processes in schools.

strUctures,.reward

It has produced % large

systems, and

Scale study of

the effects of open schools on students, has developed the Teams-Games-L

Tournament (TOT). instructional process for teaching various subjeCts in

-elementary and secondary schdols, and has produced A computerized system
-4

for school-wide 'attendance monitoring. The School Process and Career

Development program is itudying transitions from high school to post-

secOndary institutions and the role of schooling in the development of

career plans and the actualization of labor market outcomes.'

This report, prepared by the School. Organization program, examines

of school averages in measuring school compleou effects, an

,

suggests that homogeneity of peer associations and the existence o

,the use

multiple -reference groups.in schools make the use of school aver

inadequate. 5

CS



Abstract
to,

,

ihis study argues against the use of school.averages as composition

measures by documenting the non-random nature of peer-associations and

by presenfing evidence that different students, are influenced by different

reference gronps. The-'structure of friendship associations among some

20,000 students rh tt McDill Twenty High ,.chool Sample is examined fo

illustrate the 'sources of homogeneity among high schigol acquaintances.

These data are then examined to show- thilt different students in schools

are influenced by different reference groups that are visible and

meaningful to.them. The study concludes that school averages are insuf-

ficient.apd substantively weak measures of how indivfdual students

-experience their school situation.

.

iii
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Issues in the Measurement ol Contextual Effects.:

Homogeneity of Associations and Multiple.Referepce Groups

OVERVIEW

Educational, sociologists have had a longstandinr interest in

peer and contextual effects in schools. 'Wilson (1959). proposed that

'ehe social class composition of schools influenced individual.gOals and

orientations. In the 1960's the study of sehool.context became a minor

sub-discipline in the. field (Michael, 1961;.Sewell and Armer, 1966;

Coleman, 1961; 'Alexander and eampbell, 1964;. Campbell and.Alexander,.

4
1965; 'McDill, Meyers and Rigsby, 1969). -Basically, these Studies

. .

attempted to show that, net,of indiv44Ual ability and socio-economic

4 4

(SEp) baekground, the SES compostiion or other "climate" of the school

influenced educational allfrations and achievements. The school context'

hypothesit was giVen added support by the Equality of Educational

-opportunity keport (EEOR).whioh'reported salutary effects Oh ach vemeut

(especiglly for disadvantaged and minority students) of'attendin school

with. higher 'SES and/orhigher achieving students (Coleman ei al, 1966).

Subsequent investigations (Smith, 1972) of the EEOR's findings

and criticisms of the Methodology of cOntextual effects research

(Hauser, 1971) questioned the 1,alidity Of these. earlier context conclu-

n addition, the demonstrated effectslattributable to school

contexts are small. Because of small effects and an inadequate

methodology, researchys have been Urged to °turn to more productive

if research endeavors" (Hauser et,al, 1974). Yet, the policy implications
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I

,

9f composition effect studies would seem emand a more satisfactory

/ .
.

, .

resolution of these Methodological issues. These policy,concerns and

.a recentl.researcle focus on the Schojing process have provided a new

petus for studying context effects. Researchers have documented the

),

eXistencd of multiplt contexts, offsetting in naeUre,:which operate to

mask donceptually,important,although numerically small, contextual

effects (Alexander and Eckland, 1975;'Nelson, 1972; Johnson, 1971). It

has been found that for 6 given ability level, attOing sChool with'

high ability.ttudents depressed educational aspirations while attending

school with higher SES students appears to enhance aspirations (e.g '

Alexander and Eckland, 1975). _Bedause high ability and-high SES schOold

occur together, these offsetting composition effects may not be dpparent

if only the SES compoSition of the school is considaed. Consequently,

to understand how school composition influences an individual student's

-aspirations, both SES and ability contexts have to be con.sidered, but

separately.

Even with the addition of mt1ktiple contexts, future studies of

school process are constrained by the inability to distinguish school

effectd either methodologically or conceptually. Composition, normative,

climate and global school effects are only vaguely distinguished, and

the mechanisms through which these various effects 4f1uence individuals
5

are poorly specified. Moreover, a matching of methodological proceaures
-

sensitive to the,aracteristic of each effect is lacking. In short,

there is a confusion of effects, an inadequate*methodology, and a

vagueness about the process by which these effeets ivfluence individuals.

AP

8
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Studies of ffects of student-body composition eXemplify this

.general methodological and conceptual condition. Typicakly, the.composi-

tion of the school is measured by an aggregativc property of the,student

body--for example, its average SES,,4s'perc'entage white, its percentage

of students planning to attend college. The question of interest might

be: How does the compbsition of the school influence lin individ l's

aspiration or pesforman'ce, given his/Own ability and baUktound char-

actcristics? To answer

variable is estimated,

this question,. the effect'of the sChool-level

ontrolling for the individual's background and

other charcterist*. Interpreting any observed effect as the operation

of a school context has been criticized Previously (Hauser, 1971): We

add that the viasonableness of uslng a single aggregate--the sch
4

average--as a context measure is contingent upon two assumptions:

ly there is a uniform context and 2) all students\are equally influenced

by

The difficulty with these two assumptions is in locating a means by

which such effects could come about and could be transmitted to individual

'students. Two mechanismg seem plausible--interpersonal proeess and

reference grout, process.
.P. ,,,o.

.

-IfIthe interpersonal process
._, is proposed, then sevexal di ficulties

with these assumptions seem likely. For the coffiposiEion of the chool

to accurateLy reflect the composition of friendship and other inter-
,

personal relationships within the school, students must interact with a

.g,roup of peers which compositionally mirrors the school. But this is a

3



faulty Assumption, given the substantial evidence that students prefer

peers Similar to themselves for their associations (Coleman, 1961;

McDill and Rigsby, 1973; KarWeit, 1976; Rhodes et, al, 1965).

If the teference group process is proposed, difficulties with the

uniform context assumption are also likely. We question if students

S .

compare or evaluate their acaduisic peTformance velatiVe to the performance

of the entire school. ,It appears more plausible that such comparisons

occur within a curriculum and not across a school. If this, is the case,

then there is little justification for positinga vniformf school-wide

referent population. Multiple, curriculum-specific referenae groups may

provide.a.more acCurate portrayal'of the comparative arid evaluative

climates withi
- ! .

schools.

60"
We suggest that school averales are poor measures of how an indi7

'vidual sOdent experiences the school situatiOn'beehuse 1) they ignore

the within-school OariatiOn in the peer relations-Of studentsiand

2) they preclude ',the:possibility of the exiistence of multiple reference

groups within,schools. The use of schoOl averages has been criticized

'previously (Bowles and_Levin, 1968); and the Sffe'cts of ignoring withini

-
'school differences in allocation and access to resources has been

f

receptly.discUssed ,(Heyns, 1974; Hal(ushek, 1970; Summers and Wolfe, 1975,

;,

Kidder et al, 1975). i3ut attention has not been focused On..the effect

4
f ignoring within-school differences in estimating composition effects

, .

, (but seeMcPar land, 1968). Becauie oY the assortment of atudPnts into

peer groups on the basis Of curriculum and other factors related to
.

, 1 0
(
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educational.attainment, ignoring within-school differoes ih models
4. )

aimed at understanding the attainment process is likelyitsliarticolarly

problematic.

This paper presents.a case against,using school aArerages as composi-

tion measures by documenting the "nom4andom" nature/of peer associations

and by, presenting evidence for the operation of muftiple reference groups.

The structure of friendship associations among some 20,000.students

surveyed in the McDill Twenty High School sample is examined to illustrate

the sources of homogeneity, i.e., non-randomness, among high school

acquaintances. After documenting the extent' and nature of the non-random

',assortiogent of friends, the paper then exa7rines the hypottiesis that

multiple and population specific referenPe groups exist within schools.

) ,

DATA /
/

The Mc 11 Twenty High School d/ata comprise a survey, of twenty publiC

./
cp-educationa high Schools carried put In 19§4 and 1965 by E.,L. McDill

and his associates. The schools are not a random saMple of schools in

the United States as.they were purposively selected to maximize variation

on certain educational and slocial variables. Data, in the forgi of

111
questionnairesineaxtractions from siOdent records, were obtained fdr

P20,545 students. A survey instrument was administered to the 1,029

teachers in these_twenty SchooK as well as to their principals: In:

addition, standardized mathematics achievemnt and arithmetic reasoning
1

%

tests from the Project Talent test battery were given to the students.
- .
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Details of the Hampling design.and contents Of thv questionnaire are

available in McDill and Rigsby (1973). 'The Hpecific variables usvd in

this poper are described in appendix A.

I. THE NATURE OF PEER ASSOC IAT IONS'

Friends haVe been shown o be similar on a Variety of dimensions

(values: Byrne et al, 1966; opinions: Broderick,'1956; economic posi-

./

' tion:. Miller et al, 1966). Attitude similarity has frequentlY been

found to be a component in friendship selection and maintenance (Duck.,
4

1973; Newcombe, 1961). Similarity on salient attitudes serves as a

reinforcer of one's awn attitudes and is seen as the motivating device

behind attraction.

The friendship formation process may be vi6wed as a multi-stage

filtering proces's (Duck, 1973). Friendships are formed by the sequential,

eliMiation of possible candidates. Different attributes may be important

at different phases of the friendship process. For example, attitudes

may serve as early filters while personality factors are important later

on. We propose that adolescent friendships in school are formed by

suCh a multi--stage filtering process and explore how the school setting

itself Is involved in this process.

In the first stage, accidents of proximity determine.who is more

likely to interact with whom, setting the 'stage for po'ssible friendship

formation. School differentiatron practices set out boundaries (stiCh

as grade and curricultm).within which.friendship choices are moie likely

to occur. White friendship choices may flow across these boundaries,

_12



.:on the basis of propinquity, friends are more likely td come from within

r

thiS bounded.group.

. _
Within this group of.same grade or same'curriculum, then, other

characteristics of.individuarstudents influence their liklihood of

,

oecoming friends. Charatteristics which may attratt one person to

anpther May.be unftlue.to that pair on.tO,that'group of friendS. A

.
.

common interest in same sport, for example, might serve as the focus of- .

attiaction for a set.of frienas.. Or,a commoii--d+slike for another set

. .

,

f students may serve to attract certain students into friendship

. ,

relations.. .

We will'Consider three tlassificotiOns of filters.' Characteristics
J

such as curriculum and grade in school are faétbrs which.restrict the

interaction of students and are classified as proximity filters, whiCh

are the first filters effiployed in this multi-Stage filtering process.

Ite next.set of filters are leiCkground filters, being.such chaiocteristiss

as race, sex, abil,ity, and family origins. The last filters to be:

considered re attitudinal or value,filters. Under'thia heading, we 4

Consider the seudent's general orientation toward the sthool setting

and academic pursuits in particular;

'ProXimity Filters 7

'A..proximity filter may either restrict or facilitate interaction of

)
.

.

students. The diffeFentiation of students into grades and curricula are

proximityofilters. They determine, -to a large degrees the opportunity

.for cOntact, with specific other students. These two aspects of school

41.x c
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organization (grades and Curriculum) are powerful factors influencing

who'becomes friends with whom (Karweit, 1926). A third proximity filter

is participation in extra-curricular activities.

,

Grade Level. In the McDill data set, there is a pronounced tendency

for students Eb name same-grade students as their friends. For first-
.

choice fiiendships,. 86 percentof the girls and 715. percent pf.the boys

selected a same grade clastmate. These percentages remained very high

-4,14n comparisons-were Made between the chooser and his iecond, third or

fourth chosen friend. , this'predilection for same grade
A

*classmate wat found to be sim4ga in all twenty of the McD111Schoolt.. -

This strong tendency for same grade riendthi s is-likely due to the

rigid differentiation of students in o classes and activities on the

basis of grade 'in school.

.Curriculum. The selection of same curriculum friends was similarly
.

, 4* ,

pronounced friendship pattern in the McDill Twenty School Data. Because

,

the percentage of students enf011ed in specific curricula varies by
N.

school, the,proportion of same curricular chOices was compUtedseparately

by school. Additionally, becauseifriendship nominations were sex-speciftc,

separate chooser-chosen matrices weTe obtained for males and females.'

Examination of the ohi-square values for each of these forty school-sex

4 -combinations (data not presented pere) indicates that curriculum place-

ment is a predominant factor fn friendship selection in every case

(p < .001 in 36 school-pex*combinations, p < .05 in 4 school-sex

combinations.



'Extra-Curricular Participation.. Participation or non:participation'inT
V

extra-cu icular activities can also becviewed as.a-proximity filter.

Many dents boys = 40 percent, girls = 25 percent),do not Participate

in the available clubs and activities, and these studentS choose

friends who are similarly not involved.- Of the girl's who did not parti-.

kipate, about half.of their friends al:so did not, while another 35 percent

were members of onLy one club/ Boys followed a similar pattern, with

around 45 *percent of the uninvolved choosing similarly uninvolved

-students and'ari additional 35 percent of their choices being stiidents
/-

who part4rpated in one activity:only.

./
Likewise, those students who.-arehe'avily involved in activities

7

or' inOre) tend to choose friends who are also high'in participation,.

ihis"tendency was more evident for girls.than boys (55 percent vs. 25

percent). The boys participate in fewer clubs on the average than girls

(1.04 ..78 1.80) and have only-l0 percent of..the.sample in this,high.

participation category, while the girls have same 25 percent.

Participation in extra-curricular activities may change the friend-

ship selection pattern'by altering who coMes Into contact with whom.
v

pese activities offer a meeting place for students of different grades

and curricula who would normally not come into contact with one' another.

If extra-curricular activities do serve such a purpnseycross-Curricular

and cross-grade Choosing should increase with the participation rate.

To examine this hypothesis, we determined the percentage of cross-grade

and dross-curricular choosing for boys and girls separately, by

15
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curricular.cha4e0.: _those'studants participating in none, one, two

and three or inore.acitIvi les.

The table , ndicates that Cross-curticular choosing increases mono-

'tonically with increasing participation. The pattern iwevident,for

4
t

-both boys and girls and'for curriculum choices in'both directiOnS

(ccalege preparatory choosing non-college preparatory and vice versa),4

Participation.in extra-curricular activities does alter the interaction

patterns in the manner hypothesized.
a.

Table 2 shows the relationship .between number of activities and
6

cross-grade choosing. Within-gradechoos
." -is such a pronounced

.,-tendenc the number of casesof ac ss'Agrade choosing, spread across

activitiO, becomes too Small for comparison. Therefore, the comparison

'

was made'between those not participating and those participating. The
-

tendency for increased cross-grade.choosing with increasing participation

is pot demonstrated as the differences in proportions are not statistically

'significant. We surmise that the tendency for same-grade 'choosing is

a very stubborn'pattern, not readily altered.

Background Filters

'How similar are family and other background factors-Of adolescent.

friends? 'In adult life,'.there is a substantial agreement between both

-

ascribed and achieved characteristics of,friends. ,Laumann (1973)

* . .

A more, stringent test,of this hYpothesis,
4
which is not carried out

- <

here, would entail"an examination of the particular activities in which
students were involved to see if actual friendship pairs-were found in
the same- activity.. .

. .
16



Table 1

proportion of Students 4minv0tber,Curricu1 a

Studehts ai/Friend'by Participation iXtra Curricular Activities.

Number of

Activities

BOYS GIRLS

"%Not college College'prep. , Not college

prep. picking picking not prep. picking

colle e prep, colle e re college prep.

'College preP.

picking not '

college prep.

.139,

n=2007

,212,.,

;n=1695 ',

. 473'.

. 1'1=1639
. ,

.

.368

a= 692

,

,

,

.175 .461 .0897 .383

n=1343 n=1014 , . n=1564 ' n=1313

,

'.194. ,537 g ( ,.124 .4 9 2

n= 309 .61101 d: 764 n=1319 °

.
,

,

3+ i,327 ',648 .175 , 1545 :

n= 107 d= 518 1.141'5.03 . nr4036.

18



Proportion ;of. Cross Grade Choosing by

Participation in Extra Curricular

Activities
.r

GIRLS
ry---97S9

BOI1S

n=9624
I ,

Activities

None .042 (98/2343) .094 (353/3746)

One or more :029 (213/7396) .051 (290.5878) -

.1

19
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documented'the homogeneity of adult friends wid7"-iespect to occupation,

education and religious preference (r = .501,, .431, .316, and ..485,

respectively), Because patterns of residential segregation.may bring

students with similar family backgrounds together, adoleScents may show

similar cprrelation patterns.

. Socio-Economic Status. Several variables indicate the'socio-edonomic

.'

status (SES).,o7fthe student's family: father's education, mother's

L education, father's occup(tdon, familOksize,.father'S inctme and Timber

: 0 ..

k
. ,

of books in..the.home. .The zero-order correlations.between the chooser

and his.first.choice friend on these mariables aie reported in Table ?.
-

From Table 3 we see thatjamily size and number of.books in 'the:

-home are.:not stxongly correlated,among adolescent.friends. Perhaps as

SES indicators these variables are not very visible'in the student popu-

lation. Father's education, mother's,education and father's occupation

are Mord strongly correlated mpong friends, but the magnitUde of' se

-
coefficients-issubstantiaiiy smaller'thanthose reported by Laumann

A for adults. Given the unreliability in reports of parental SES ()Mason

et al, 1976) the differences noted here May Simply reflect the differ-

ences in reliability of reporting. On the other hand, adults could have

more homogeneous associations given that many of their social contacts

arise in connection with the workplace or the neighborhood, a less

heterogenous environment than Schools. -Concerning the correlation of

father's income level, it is noted that the non-response rate of thiS

question,was particularlyligh, the boys having 26,6, percent non-response,

2 0
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Jr/

-

Table

Zero Order Correlation o?Socio-Economic

Characteristics of Friendahip Pairs

GIRLS

.First.

Friend
SaMple
n = 9206

BOYS

-

First
Friend
Sampld
n.= 9660

FatheeAl Education .281

Eothees Education .240 .162-
7

Fathees Occupation .259'

. .

FamilfSize. 40.104 .078

Number Books .179 .124

4 .-t

Family Income .110 .101

All ccirrelations.are significant.(p <.01). ,

Differences between correlations for boys,and girlsare,
significant (p < .01); excepyfor family income', hot
si ificant.

,



the girls 27.2 percent non-response. Also, the reliability of'student

responses on income questions Is questionable (Kayset-and Summers, 1973).

Table 3 showS that girl's are more similar to theit friends than
A

/

boys on a variety of traits. This greater SES:hompOhily fot girls,is
. .

.consistent 'with the findings.of.Coleman (1961) and Duck (1973). Combined

,.

with this greater similarity s a greater tendency to'fbciprocate

friendship choices, whteh.suggests that gttlsire more Hilly to he
- .

-43e-

- situap*in clusters of cOhesive and homogeneous friendship grotips..'' If.
4'-

1

ftiendship networks ire organized in this fashion, then the.use

Vac
of the scilool, average as a conteXt variable is likely tobe espeCially:

0

inaccurate for describing thir school experiences.

Value System Filters
co

The proximity and backgrourid factors dlscussed thus far nartow the

4,
range of.candidateS for friendship choices) . Faced,w4th this somewhat.

:

reduced'but still large field Of possibilities, mhatother factots

inflUence the Selection fr-iends.?

In the diNs.cosission which follows, two broad dimensions are consider .

First, the similarity of friends with respect to their status in the

informaLsocial system.,Of the school is considered; Are friends)

selected primarily aMong those who occupy simtlatpositions in the school
_

status system? Or, because of the,.competition involved for status

positions, ate friends not tound among status similars? Second, the

. . .

similarity of friends with reSpect to their .evaluation of.acadelnic

pursuits ts examined': Are students likely to choose fqends who-are

like themselves in termsof educational-otientatiC?

2 2
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Informal SOcial, System Status. The.social'system of'high.sehools-and

its mean11,of ranking,, honoring and sanctionin the actions of its

members has received considerable previous at ntion (Gordon, 1957.
A!

Coleman, 1961). In this section, we sxamine t e similarity of friends

alOnethese lines, using a ndex *of the "status" of each student in his

school. This statUs index, comprised of fifteen items, covers such

attributes as access to and nseof an'iutomo&ile, ftelnency:of being

named as leading crowd members or.of being nail;ed most popular. We.find

'-..r.-that boys have a zeroigider correlation:between the status of chooser

'and the.first-named.friend of '.428 (n.= 9,000). Girls were typically -

,

more like their friends on the status mea-sure than boys, with a.tero=

,orde,r correlation 817.-522 (n = 41)39).

We,-are also interested in knowing how-siMilar friends are in their
A

general orientation toward specifi,c spheres tf scfiool life. 'The students

were as hoW theywished,to be remembered in sCtdol among these choices

\_

(a. 136): 1) brilliant student; 2)leader in activities (girl's),

athletic star (boys); 3) most popular. Using die students' response

to this question as an indication of the importance attached to these

dimensions, we can assess how similar friends are on this question.

Column 1 of Table 4 gives the percent wishing to be remembepd as a.

--.student, leader (athlete),or most popular for girls and boys. Column 2

gives the proportion of all persons named'as friends who valued each

response. Column 3 indicates the proportion of persons named as friends

by each category who also value this same trait. That is, for the boys

"
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Table

_

Percentage.of friends and respondents wiehing to be,
remembered as brilliant studeft, athlptlic star (acAiirity

leader) and most popular' and percentage, '

and ratlo of self-Aelection.

Ratio
% of % of % Self- Self-

Attribute Reaps. Friends Selection- Selection

80YS Athlete ,430

N=3406

. Student
N=2636

Popular ..238
N=188

GIRLS Leader .348
N=2845

Student .334
N=2725

Popular .317

N=2585

.446 .549 1.23

.214 .431 145

.25 b .333 1.31

/

.360 .427 -- 1.19

-----
.320 .427

.319 .457 1.43

,444,

'VP"' 4.7-

2 4
-1-



'
who wish to be remembered as an athlete, 549 percent of their friends

AO

also wish to be so rememfiered. These figures are termqd self-selection

figures. Column.4,iothe ratio of the percentage.,,of self-seIection to

the percentagb of friends. These Vos of self-selection show,the over-
,

ection of similarly inclined frfeo14.,

-

Aca emic Orientatio -,Table 5 shows the correlation between the chooser

de and chosen on: several variables indicating a4ademic orientations--grades,
.

,_

academic virueb., educational expectations', and academic self-concept.
, 1 4

, ! Y

Gradei: Grades ate.the formal eva1ua;i34,Of the stadene.s perfor-

mande in'school and as such arereadily visible td other students. Th

correlation between friends on ayerage English grade received shows

-of

that_girls are slightly more likely to be similar to their friends

(r = .431) than are.boys t.4l4. ThlS higher similarityamong friend4

for..girls follows a general trend toward greater,hamogeneity of friend-

ships for girls.

Academic. Values: Although girls and their friends tend to be

in terms of academic marks received, they are not very similar

Ap the extent to which tbcy value acadaic pursuits. Employing the

six-point Scale of academic yalues (see Appendix), the correlation

'between the girls was..185 and for boys was .209.

EducationalsExpectations: Similarity among peers in educational

aspirations has been previously, documented:(Duncan, Haller, and Portes,

'1968; Kandel and Lesser,1969;, Alexander and Campbell, 1964). , In our

data, girls are cOrrelated .3913 and,boys .343. Again, there is a

tendency, for greatettpomogeneity of friendships for girls.'
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Table 5
_

Zero Order Correlation of Academic Variables

Grates

for Friendship Pairs .4

4b.

t* for
GIRLS. BOYS sex differences

.43X (8375)

Academic
Values (ACAbV) .185 (9904)

. Educational,.
Expectations .398 (9189)

Academic
Self-Concept f .154 (9266)

*-

(Image)

t = Z
1,
- Z

2

.414 (8248)

.209 (10135)

.343 (9000)

.151 (9261)

(1/N
1

- 3 + 1/N - 1)" 1/2

26
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2.40

1.86

6.60

4
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Academic Self-concept (IMAGE):. Academic concept is defined as

each student's perception of his academic ability. The friends-in the

McDill sample are not very miler (.154 And .151) on this particular

item, nor are thete,noticealge:sex differences,

II. MaTiPIE.!REFERENCE GROUPS

The previous section,indicated the nature And exteneto which

students'select siMilar'other student6 as their friends. This tendency

to select simiiar others as friends implies that the interpersonal
r

setting experienced by an individual student will not heaaguratelk
'-

portrayed By using a school aVerage. We now extend our argument'against

using school average values-as context measures:by discussing aleir

inapPlicability to another frequently .posited influence mechtnismn-

reference groups.

Studies of the educational 'attainment process which use the refer-

ence group framework usually, distinguish two types of reference groups--

normative and comparative. A normative group' has goal setting and

,-,Ir_stondard definition as main functions, while a cemparative group lets

the individual know how, he is doing relative to the standard wtlich has

been set, that is, it hat on evaluative function. These two reference

populations are also termed mirrors (normative) and models (comparative).

In discussing'how peers:influenCe one another.,

that inflUence nccürevia emulation (Picchi And

.theasSumption is usually
. s

Carter, 1976; MODill and

This discussion of reference group theory omits important distinctions,
such as audience groups'(kemper, .1968), and membership groups'(Bidwell,
1972). 'Although these distinctions are important, their inclusion would
obScure rather than clarify the central points'at issue here.

27
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Rigsby, 1973):,.NThat is, it is assumed that peers serveas comparative

,reference groups in shaping educational atEainmenti: The-patticular .

reference group of peers usually considered in these mbdelS is the

friendship group.

liormative reference groups are alsoAncluded in these models of the.
,

-attainment process. For example, parental influence on educational,

aspirations is seen as a normative onethat is, parents are seen as

21

standard setters. The %ocio-economic level or context of the school is

also explicitly viewed as a normative influence (Wilson, 1959; McDill

and Rig4by, 1973).

. f
Conceptually, the reference group perspective has helped clarify

I.

important dimensions in the schooling procep. In particular, the. view

4

that offsetting influence% arise within a school betting (Alexander and

Ecklan , 1975; Davis, 1966; Meyer, 1970) hab.been discussed convincingly

using this perspective. Howeve,r, evidence for the operation of offsetting
1

composition effects has been based upon the use of average.school values.

It is questionable if the average SES of a school is an appropriate

indicator of the normaeive environment for all students within a school.

- Essentially, we question if it is valid t assume that all students
1

actually compgre their performance to a gl6bal school charatteristrc.-

Given the appreciable segregation of students by curriculum within

sEhools, it seems more likely-that studedts set goals and compare posi-
.

tions, not in terms of-schooliWkde characteristics, but in terms of

curriculum-specific ones.

The possible existence of currie 1 -specific reference groups is

only a particular instance of the more general problem of deciding

28
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1) who or what group is the relevant reference population? and

2) what type of reference-group is this population? Adapting an argu-

ment advanced'by Richer (1976), we pose two criteria for identifying a,

referent population: 1) its visibility and 2) its meaningfulness.

By visibility tie mean that a person is aware of the'obeliefs, attituaes

or values of others who may serve as potential reference populations.,

For examplei if students are generally unaware of the educational

22

aspirationsof their friends or.peers, it is not reasonable to ,propose

that these groups are identifiable influences on asnirations. Secondly;

although students may be aware of the orientations of a ,specific group,

.the.particular orientation may not be meaningful for theM: Students in

low ability track maY know that other students perform better than ,

. .

they do, but realisticeliy do not evaluate.:themtelves by coMpStisonWith.

,

'higher achlevrng peers: Abet is, the higher achieving grOup'ef:peeTs

-
is not a meaningful reference group for these students, although is is

a visible one.

In this section, we will explore the proposition that multiple

reference groups exist within schools by focusing on reference groups

as defined by curriculum.placement. Our interest here is on the know-
.

ledge of, and irluence of, TellOw students' educational.asptrations.

We will hypothesize that Attudents may have different perceptions about

who is academically-competent and that these perceptions depend in part

on curriculum placement. .If courses are structured by curriculud; then

perceptiong of "best student" may differ for differing curricula. ;

29
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Evidence that vidibility of academic Chtpetence depends upon curri-

culum placement is provided in Table 6. Students were asked to naue

- tha "best.student" in the school. We determineethe curriculum eurOIl«.

, ,

ment of this "best student" and of the .person selecting him; the totals

acrois all.schoolsaretpresehtad-in Table 6. For studehts who are not
,

!in .College'preparator programs', 21.2 percent of their choices as "best

student" are similarly not in a college preparatory curriculum. Only

5.8 percent of the choices of the college preparatory students, hoWever,

indicated non-college preparatory s hoolmates,as best students. The

difference in these percentages.indi teS:that'elie viuibility 'of "best

student" status is:related;to curricu placement. 'It appears that

college preparatory students are usually defined ai the Mist: students,

but somewhat less:so by non-college preparatory indivisuals.

Our second condition fot a televant reference group is that the

group mOt aleo be meaningful to the individual, or the' modeling effect

will not take place. To examine the meanIngfulriss iseuei weiuse

measures Which indicate who the stUdeni admires,Or wishes tO be like.

,
.

The indigation of admiration suggests that this person or group'of

persons is a meaningful referencegroup. 'Again, because ciirriculum

:placement so profoundly affects with whom one comes into contact, we

propose that tha-itudent's admiration relationshiPe-,wiil differ along

curricula 'es. This proposalis supported in the data where we find

thattlianonteollege preparatmestudents select 54 percent of their'
ff

same curriculum classmates àá someone they would, like to be like and

23



Table 6

Distributipn of , Choices bi'Curriculum

Chooier Not CP

Chosen

Not .CP

Best Student 1203

*1.212

Like to be like 314

.339'

'dish to befriend 2068

.478

Chooser tP

Chosen

CP Rot. CP

,a4 ,
.

44A 512

,788 .058

4

2691 .
1257

.461
, .;

1385

.522 .200

2256'

4

5538

.800

8380

.942

7378

;8'54

,
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48 percent as someone with whom they wish to be friends. The college

preparatory stpdents chose onlyil4 percent of the non-,coll'egi,prePa.ratory

'students 4.4S-4t&iecineAh(0414 likespo be like, ao4 tese1ectedLy0

J
26 Tercent of the non-colIege,Pilp0a,tory stu4pb,ts as sOdeók with whica t

they would like to be friends. Theee peicentages suggest that there'

25:

is some overlap of reference populations for the two groups;-mainly

through the over-selection of college preparatory students, but the

'-

differences in the selection patterns are appreciable.
. 01,,

..

Thisevidence. suggests that the use of a school average to charactr
I. .. .

,

terize ieferedce pOpuiations'of schools ts likely to be inaccgrate.
A

, .

Differences in the segment of the population which is sither visible

or meaningful appear to occur along curricular lines, suggesting that
-

reference populatiOns are,.more cucriculumtspecicic than school spticific

SUMMARY,

. , .

The objective of this Imper has been to document the fallacy of.
.

)'. .

.
,..,

.61 ,.
using school averages.in stUdies Tqf compdSition effeCts of schools: It

was pointed out that using a single aggregative indicator of the school

(---.

assumes that a Uniform school compositior effect existand,that all
, Ir

.,

* .students,are equally affected by li.% The'difficultrwith..these two,..,.,-,.,,,

assUMptiOns wiS Seen folf.tocating an,,,inauOi;ce mechanism by Which such
s-. .

,:an efigpt co00,4erate. Typically, rme rcher4 focus In the inter-
..

.--personal process or reference group proc ss as inffUeoce mechanisms
,

operating within schools. By documenting-that significant withinrsthOol

33
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difdrences in.the operation of each,ofithese mechanisMs Occure;'we
,

\suggest thateChOol:eVeragee are inaufficieftr inaccurate and substan
4*

tiVely weak measures of how individuals experience'theithool

i
situation.,

e'k

2

*It
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ArrtNVIA,A: VARIAMX.:1

The McDill student data Included a bat.tery of questions relating to

student background'and siOdent outcome measures. Additionally several

sociometric-type questiOns were included. Fir the present study.the friend-
.

' ship rTlationship is of primary interest. Different questionnaires were

- given 'to the boys and girls in the twedty high school study. The question

pertaining to friendship choices was phrased-(for boys):.

"Of the boys here in this school who do you go around with most?" The

girls were asked the same question except the word "girls" was substituted

for boys. Four lines were left for their answers, but no spectfic request

for naming four friends was made. Cross-sex choices were not allowed.

1. Backgxound Variables

A. Father's Education: A seven-category education variable waacon

tained on the student questionnaire. Responses ranged from "some

grade school" to "attended graduate school or professional school

after college."

B. Sex: Femalel, male=0.

C. Father's Occui;atiop:.A bine-point occupation classification scheme

with.these categories: Unskilled, sefai-skilled, skilleM, clerical,

proprietor, managers, officials, technical, profeseional. - Blue

collar workers include the first three classifications, white

collae the remainder.

D. Mother's Education:, A seven-category education variable, which-is

identical to the father's education variable described agove.

E. Siblings: On the student questionnaire, the students were asked:

How many brothers and sisters do you have? (q. 130).

F. Number of Books: Students were asked: Estimate the number of books

in your home. The responses could be none or, few, one bookcase full,',

two bookeahes full, three or four bookcases full or a room full.

G. Family Income: Responses to the question: My family's total yearl

income is approximately; under $2500; $2500-S4999; $5000-S7499; $75

S9999; $.10,000-S14,999;.$15,000 or more; I don't know.

2. School Variables
-# s.

A. 'Cprriculum: College Preparatory was coded 1 end "other" wasichded

9

.13.. English Grade Potntl'Nquartifeplacemeni within the sctiool, Atained
. ,,,

-

from student cumulativeireCord
:

, .,,..

C. Student Status:: A. siotteen-point eUMmae4italtic Of thestudent's status
. . .

!

2 ''' d. in the inforriqblOo thtial system of el,i' 'St b ase upon the responses



to the following items:

(q. 10) 1. Curriculum (0 ot college preparatory; 1=college preparatory)

(q. 37) 2. Activities (0=none; 1=some extra-curricular participation)

(q..37) 3. Activities (0...low perticipation; 1=higb participation)

(q. 38) 4. Leadership (0=not officer; 1=officer in one or more activi-
ties)

(q. 60) 5. Car (0=not own car; 1=own Oar)

(q. 61) 6. Car (0=not use famlly car; 1-,can use family car)

(cc. 396) 7. Grades (0=below B; 1=A or B average)

(q. 92) 8. Leading crowd distance .(0=far away; 1=in Aeadinf .crowd).

(q. 94) 9. Leading crowd (0=not member; 1=is member)

(q. 539)10. Friendship nominations (0=few times; r=two or more tImies)

(q. 542)11. Athlete (popular) nominations (0=few; 1=two or mgre tith4)
.3)

(q. 545)12. Student nominations (0=few times; lotwo or more.times)

(q. 548)l3. Like to be friends with (0=few; 1=two or more times)

(q. 551)14. Nominations like to date (00not named or once; 1=two or more
times)

.

(q. 554)15. Nominations be like (0=hot liamed or once; 1=two or mere ttmes

(q. 557)16. Nominated.as Teading crowd member pinot namedl 1=one or mbre
times)

The reliability of this measure was .637 lor girls and .622 for boYs as

D. Extra-Curricular Participation: Students were asked: In whioh' of !

'the following clubs or activities are you reseotly a member oi

participant here at school? The responses w re as follows:. schobl'.

newspaper, magazine, or annual;.orchestra, and, or glee club;

National Honor Society; subject matter club (math club-, music club,

Latin club, etc.); hobby clubs (stamp club, photography club;yradio

club, chess club, crafts, etc.); debating or dramatics;,inter:1-sch ol;

athletics; service clubs (Beta club, Key club, Hi-Y, etC:0; pdli1

clubs mg.Democrats or Young Republicans); social clubs, fraterrii-,'

ties, r sororities; others.

. Outc=e Variables

A. Educational Expectations: This index of ecitcationik based on

responses to the following three items.

1. Are you planning to finish high school?

a. Yes

b. No

t. Undecided . - 40

measured-by KR-20.
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b. Yes, but licit right after high school'

, c. 'Yes, as a full-time student right after high school

4. Yes, avel.part-timesiudent right- after high sChool

e. Undecided

14 thehighest.leVel of,educatiOn.yoq expect to.complete.

a. Plan to attend a twog*Teat college

b. Plan to get a bachelbtl-s,clegree

Plan to do one'year of graduate study (Master'is Degree)

d.. plan to obtain a professionaLdegree

e. Plan to obtain a Doctoral Degree
,

f. I hiVe not made.a decision'about my plans

Scores on this index, obtatned by combining responses to the three items,
;

vary from:1 (no definite commitment to finishing high school) to 8 (plans

to obtain the Ph.D.)

B. Self-tonceptions of Academic Competence: The measure of the student's

academic image' was constructed from thtee items, the first two tapL
...

ping self-evaluation and the third the respondent's petdeptions Of
. ,

teacher'S evaluationd of.his/het ability.-r

1. I am often not'able to keep up with the-test, a

a. Agree

b. Disagree

-Of2. I am not doing so well at school.

a. Agree

b. Disagree

Of the teachers at this school whom you know, how do you think

'most of them would rate you as a itudent?

a. Poor

h. Average

c. Bright

Unweighted scale scotes fcr this vatiable,were obtained by summing

responses to the' items. Sccires ranged,from"3 ("agree" to items

and.2 and "Poor" to the third lEem) to 7 ("disagree" to the first

two items and "bright" to item 3).

C. Academic Values: This is the "intellectual-adievement" scale re-

cently employed by McDill and Rigsby (3973, p. 41). It consists of

a summated binarY rating scale of six items, each tapping a different

component of students' academic commitment (i.e., interests, values,
and motivations). The six-item scale has.a reliability coefficient
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of .59 (.1(R-?0) (McDill and,Rigsby, 1973,0,13:1.56-621.°

1. How the.resp nt would use a. free hour in school:
4

a. course

b. athletics

c. club or "aCtivitietb

d. study hall for studying

e.' study hall not for studying

(Responses "a" a4d."d" CombinedY.,

Z. Rank assigned to "learning as much as pcssible in school" amongo

a list of fbut alternStives (rank 4 =,highest in importance to

respondent).

How respondent would like to. e remembered in school:

a. brilliant student

b. athfetic star (boys) or leader in activities (girls)

c. most popuidr

(Responses."b" and "c" cOmbined)

4. How important to respondent to receive good. grades:

a. extremely important

b. important

c.. not imOortant °

How satisfying to respondent to work hard on studies:

a. extremely important

b. .important

c. not important

6. How much respondent admires students who are bright: .

a. very much

b. a little

C. not at all

-a
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